
ABRA Board Minutes 
Monday April 20, 2018 
 
Attendees: 
Joey, Nathalie, Kat, Kyle, Scott 
 
Financials - Kyle 
- Financially everything looks good 
- Financials are updated 
 
Infrastructure Fund 

- Currently there is minimal use of the fund 
- Intent of the fund is for teams to submit proposals for how to use the fund 

- The proposal needs to include plans for storage and transportation of the items 
- Original intent of the fund was to purchase chip timing, this was deemed not feasible 

because of the initial costs and upkeep of the system.  
- Nathalie will work on putting together a proposal for fund uses and submit to the board 

 
ABRA Goals 
- Send out survey to racers and promoters to see what people want from ABRA 

- we need to be doing marketing 
- do an annual event  
- promoters summit  
- look at other LAs for ideas 
- offer grants for races, juniors, etc 
- fund beginner clinics at early season races 

- Possible creation of a grant funding for project, Natalie to write proposal  
 
Speaker Series 
- need to line up date, serie, speakers earlier 
- Marilyn’s event was held too early in the evening 

- she is willing to try again 
- Need to plan out the series for the year  
- Barney's talk over the summer 

- Natalie will send Joey possible dates 
- September - Nate  
- October - Marilyn 
- Look into Az riders for future talks 
- Look into speaker series title sponsor  
- rotate locations between bike shops 
 
Officials 



- Problems are arising with finding enough officials to cover all events due to lack of 
officials and how condensed the calendar is  

- Most officials are in tucson, few in the phoenix area 
- We need to recruit, especially in phoenix  

most in tucson, few in phoenix 
- Need to figure out incentives to recruit and retain officials 

- sign on and 2 year bonuses? 
- "training day" 

- do beginner clinic and have new officials work it 
- goal of 12 attendees 

  
Rider Days Report Out - Joey 
- Membership is up racer days is down 
- offer a "season package" to a racer, rider pays one entry fee? 
- single number for entire season - might be hard b/c of promoter needs 
- encourage all race weekends to be omniums or series 
- new calendaring idea  

- ask promoters for top 3 dates, ABRA builds the calendar, rather than tier system 
- will probably upset some promoters 

- Dynamic registration - fields are determined after registration has closed to ensure bigger 
fields 

- masters within category (like U23 races) 
- Work to promote higher quality races  
 
  
 
 
  


